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Abstract 
In this paper we present the generalized convolution and correlation for the two. 
dimensional discrete quaternion Fourier transform (DQFT). We provide several new prop-
erties of the generalization. These results can be considered as the extensions of correla-
tion and convolution properties of real and complex Fourier transform (FT) to the DQFT 
domain. 
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1 Introduction 
The real and complex Fourier transform (FT) is an important tool in signal processing. It 
transforms a signal in the time domain into frequency domain. The extension of the FT 
to quaternion algebra is called the quaternion Fourier transform (QFT). Recently the QFT 
has been widely used in signal and image processing (see, for example, [7, 8, 9, 15]). Many 
properties of the generalized transform are already known, such as translation, modulation, 
differentiation, and uncertainty principle (see [10, 11, 12, 1, 2]. The properties are extensions 
of the corresponding version of the FT with the some modifications. In [14, 15, 13], authors 
briefly introduced the quaternion convolution and correlation of the QFT. However ,some 
properties of the relationships among the quaternion convolution, quaternion correlation aud 
the DQFT have not been established. 
In this paper, we first extend the definition of the convolution and correlation to quaternion 
algebra. We then discuss the relationships among the quaternion convolution, correlation and 
the DQFT.We also investigate some of their important properties. We finally define the 
quaternion autocorrelation and sate its relation with the DQFT. 
* Corresponding author 
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2 Preliminaries 
In this section we briefly review some basic ideas on quaternions and the DQFT. For a more 
complete discussion we refer the readers to [7]. 
2.1 Quaternion Algebra 
The first concept of quatermons, which is a type of hypercomplex numbers, was formally 
introduced by Hamilton in 1843. The quaternion algebra, which is denoted by nlI, ,is an 
associate non-commutative four-dimensional algebra. 
nlI = {q == qo + i~ + jq2 + klJ3 I qQ, ql, qa, q3 E JR.}. (1) 
The orthogonal imaginary units i,j, and k follow the multiplication rules: 
ij = -ji = k, jk = -kj = i, ki = -ik = j, i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = -1. 
The scalar part of a quaternion q is denoted by Sc(q) = qo and a pure part of q is denoted by 
Vec(q) = iq1 + jq1 + kq3' The conjugate of a quaternion q is obtaiIied by changing the signs 
of the pure quaternion, that is, 
q = qQ - iql - jq2 - kq3. 
It is a linear anti-involution, that is, for every p, q E nlI, we have 
p=p, p+q=p+q, pq=pq. 
The norm of a quaternion q is defined by 
Iql = .;qq = JqQ2 + q12 + q22 + q32, 
and the inverse of q can be represented as 
-1 q 
q = Iq12' 
Hence, nlI is a normed division algebra. Any quaternion q can be represented as 




where 6 = arctan ~:~f~j, 0 :$ 6 :$ 1r is the eigen angle (phase). A quaternion q is called a 
unit quaternion if Iql = 1. Euler's and De Moivre's formulas still hold in quaternion space, 
that is, for a pure unit quaternion J.L the following holds: 
ep.(J = cos 6 + J.L sin 6 
epnB = (cos 0 + J.L sin 0) n = cos nO + J.L sin nO. 
For a fixed pure unit quaternion q, every pure quaternion P can be resolved into its parallel 
component PI! and perpendicular component P.L with respect to q, that is, 
P = PII +P.L- (5) 
Here, Pn == ~(p - qpq) for P II q and P.L = ~(p + qpq) for P .l. q. Therefore, we have the 
following result, which will be used in the next section. 
Proposition 2.1. lfp and q are two pure quaternions, then 
• p and q are pamllel (p II q) if and only if pq = qp, 
• p and q are perpendicular (p 1. q) if and only ifpq = -qp. 
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2.2 Discrete QFT 
Denote ZMxN = {(m,n) E'Ii} I 0 ~ m ~ M-l, 0 ~ n ~ N -I}. Hereinafter, we will simply 
denote a finite sequence {f(m, n) }O$m$M-l, O$n$N-l E lBIMxN of the quaternion numbers by 
f(m, n), which can be regarded as a quaternion function over the discrete domain ZMxN. 
Definition 2.1. There are two standard extensions of f (m, n) to junctions on Z2. 
(i) (Zero extension) By putting f(m,n) = 0 for (m,n) E Z2 \ 'ZMxN, we can extend 
f(m, n) E I8[MxN to a junction on Z2, which is called the ~ero extension of f(m, n) and 
denoted by the same f (m, n) when there is no confusion. 
(ii) (Periodic extension) By extending f(m, n) periodically, we can extend f(m, n) E I8[MxN 
to a junction on Z2, which is called the periodic extension of f(m, n) and denoted by 
the same f (m, n) when there is no confusion. 
Similar to the tw~dimensional quaternion Fourier transform (QFT), we define the tw~ 
dimensional discrete quaternion Fourier transform (DQFT) and the inverse discrete quater-
nion Fourier transform (IDQFT). Due to the non-commutative property of the quaternion 
multiplication, there are at least three different definitions of the DQFT. In this paper we 
choose the DQFT proposed by Ell and Sangwine in [9]. A more general formulation is given 
by the following definition. 
Definition 2.2. Let f(m, it) E I8[MxN. The DQFT Fq{J} E I8[MxN of f(m, n) is defined by 
M-IN-l 
Fq{f}(u,v) = Fj(u,v) = L L f(m,n) e-1'211"(V+';J'), (6) 
m=O n=O 
where I-" is any pure unit quaternion such that 1-"2 = -1. 
Remark 2.1. To calculate the two-dimensional discrete quaternion Fourier tmnsform by 
itemtion of the one-dimensional discrete quaternion Fourier tmnsform, the definition of the 
two-dimensional discrete quaternion Fourier tmnsform should be 
M-l N-l 
Fq{f}(u,v) = L e-1'21TV Lf(m,n)e-1'21TW , (7) 
m=0 n=O 
which is not equivalent to (6) because of the non-commutativity of the quaternion multiplica-
tion. 
Theorem 2.1. The IDQFT can be expressed as 
M-IN-l 
Fiq[Fj](m,n):::; f(m,n) = ~N L L Fj(u,v)el'21i"(!];+';J). 
,,=0 v=0 
(8) 
Some basic properties of the DQFT such as the linearity, shift, modulation, conjugation 
and Plancherel's formula can be found in [4]. . 
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3 Convolution for DQFT 
Convolution plays an important role in signal processing, such as edge detection, sharpening 
and smoothing in image processing. It is well known that the classical convolution in the 
discrete Fourier domain can be represented as the product of the discrete Fourier transforms 
individually (see [8]). In this section, we shall show that this fact is a special case of the 
quaternion convolution in the discrete quaternion Fourier domain. Let us begin with the 
definition of the three standard convolutions of two quaternion sequences. 
Definition 3.1. 
(i) Let f(ml, nl) E JH[MIXNl and g(m2' n2) E JH[M2XN2. Put M3 = max{Ml + M2 -
1, Ml, M2} and N3 = max{Nl + N2 - I,N}, N2}. The discrete convolution h = f * 9 E 
JH[M3 XN3 of two quaternion sequences is defined by 
hem, n) = (f * g)(m, n) 
MI-IN1-l 
= L L f(m',n')g(m-m',n-n'), (9) 
m'=O n';::O 
which is so-called 'full' convolution. 
(li) Let f E JH[MIXNl and 9 E JH[M2XN2. Assume that f, 9 E JH[Z2 are their zero extensions. 
Then, the discrete convolution h E JH[Z2 is defined by 
h(m,n) = L Lf(m',n')g(m-m',n-n'). 
m'EZn'EZ 
(10) 
(iii) Let f(m, n), gem, n) E JH[MxN. Assume that f, 9 E JH[Z2 are their periodic extensions 
with period (M, N). Then, the cyclic convolution h E JH[Z2 is defined by 
M-l N-I 
hem, n) = L L f(m', n')g(m - m', n - n'), (11) 
m':;On'=O 
which is a periodic function with the same period (M, N). 
To illustrate another type of convolution so-called' same' convolution, let us give a simple 
example in Example l below. The convolution in Example 1 produces a quaternion discrete 
convolution h of the same size as f by taking the proper same size block from (10). 
Example 1. Consider the quaternion sequences f E JH[5x5 and 9 E JH[3x3 as follows 
i+ 2j 2i-k i k i-k 
i j j+k i 2j -k 
f= j+k i i+j 2j+k i+j+k 
k i+j+k j i+k i 
i+j+k k i+k i+j j 
[: 
0 
:] g= 0 0 
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According to Definition 3.1, we obtain 
h=f*g 
i+ 2j 2i-k i k i-k 
i j j+k i 2j -k 
* [; 
0 
;] = j+k i i+j 2j+k i+j+k 0 k i+j+k j i+k i 0 
i+j+k k i+k i+j j 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 i+ 2j 2i-k i k i-k 0 0 
0 0 i j j+k i 2j-k 0 0 
* [; 
0 
;] = 0 0 j+k i i+j 2j+k i+j+k 0 0 0 0 0 k i+j+k j i+k i 0 0 0 
0 0 i+j+k k i+k i+j j 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2i+j-k 3i + 3j +k 3i+j 2i+3j -k i+k 
3i+j -k 4i+ 5j + 2k 4i+ 3j +k 4i+5j i+2j +2k 
= 2i+ 2j +k 2i+4j +3k 4i+4j + 3k 3i+ 6j +k 2i + 2j + 2k 
2i+j + 2k 3i+ 4j +4k 4i+4j +4k 4i+4j+2k 2i+ 3j+ 2k 
i+j+2k 2i+ 2j +2k 3i+ 2j +3k 2i+2j +k 2i+2j +k 
which is of the same size as f. 
The following Theorem 3.1 is of fundamental importance and describes the connection 
between discrete quaternion convolution of two quaternion valued functions and DQFT. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f, 9 E lHIMxN. The DQFT of the cyclic convolution I of two quatemion 
sequences f, 9 E lHIMxN is given by 
F~(u,v) = F:(u,v)FJo(u,v) + iF:(u,v)FJl (u, v) + jF:(u,v)FJ2(U,V) + kF:(u,v)FJ3(U, v). 
Proof. It follows from the definition of discrete quaternion convolution (9) that 
M-IN-l M-IN-l 
F~(u,v) = L L h(m,n) = L L(f*g)(m,n) 
m=O n=O m=O n=O 
M-IN-l[M-lN-l 1 
= l;~ m~ofof(mo,no)g(m-mo,n-no) e-p,211"(~+';) 
M-IN-l [M-l N-l ] _ 2 «m'+mo)u+<n'+no)v) 
= L L I(mo, no) L L g(m',n') e p, 11" M N 
m=O n=O m'=O n'=O 
M-IN-l [M-l N-l (' I)] 
= l; ~ I(mo, no) foE gem', n')e -p,211" "'M1J.+nN" e-p,211"(~+~) 
M-IN-l 
'" '" 2 (~ ~) = ~ ~ f(mo, no)F:(u, v)e-P, 11" M + N • 
m=O n=O 
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For the second equality, we used the change of variables m' = m - mo, n' = n - no. For the 
last equality, we applied (6). We subsequently write f(mo, no) = fo(mo, no) + ih (mo, no) + 
jh(mo, no) + kh(mo, no), then the above expression leads to 
M-l N-l 
F3(u, v) = L L (fo(mo,no)+ih(mo,no)+jh(mo,no)+kh(mo,no» 
mo=Ono=O 
2 (~+~) x F3(u,v)e-Jt 11" M N 
M-l N-l 
~ ~ 2 (~ ~) 
= F3(u, v) L- L- fo(mo, no)e-Jt 11" M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l 
~ ~ 2 (~ ~) + iF3(u, v) L- L- h(mo, no)e-Jt 11" M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l 
~ ~ 2 (~ ~) + jF3(u, v) L- L- h(mo, no)e-Jt 11" M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l 
~ ~ 2 (~ ~) + kF3(u,v) L- L-h(mo,no)e-Jt 1l" M+N 
mo=oOno=O 
For the last equality, we used Definition 2.2. This completes the proof. o 
Corollary 3.1. Let f, 9 E IHIMxN. If the DQFT of 9 is areal sequence, then Theorem 3.1 
takes the form 
F~(u,v) = F3(u, v)Fj(u, v). (12) 
We see that the above result has the same form as the two-dimensional discrete Fourier 
transform (see[4]). 
The following result provides the alternative form of the above theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f, g E IHIMxN. Assume that g( m, n) is a pure quaternion sequence, that 
is, 
gem, n) = igl (m, n) + jg2(m, n) + kg3 (m, n). 
Then, Theorem 3.1 reduces to 
F~(u, v) = FJ(u, v)F~1 (u,v) + FJ(-u, -v)F3.L (u, v). 
Proof. Because g is a pure quaternion sequence, according to Proposition 2.1, we may de-
compose g with respect to the axis J.L into gil + g.L. Furthermore, we get 
M-l N-l [M-l N-l 1 F~(u, v) = ~ ~ m~ofo f(mo, no)g(m - mo, n - no) e-Jt211"(~+";J) 
M-l N-l M-l N-l 
= L L L L f(mo,no)(gH(m-mo,n-no) 
m=() n=O mo=O no=O 
_Jt27r(m'~o)u + (n't'o)") 
+ g.L(m - mo, n - no») e 
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M-l N-l M-l N-l 
= L L L L f(mo,no) (gil (m', n') +g.L(m',n'») 
mo=O no=O m' =0 n'=O 
_JL21r(m'u+n'v) _ 2 (~+~) xe M N e JL1rM N 
m=O n=O m'=On'=O 
mo=Ono=O m'=On'=O 
Here, in the fourth equality, we applied the fact that 
This proves the theorem according to Definition 2.2. o 
4 Correlation for DQFT 
The quaternion cross-correlation (correlation) and quaternion convolution are in fact closely 
related where the quaternion correlation can be regarded as the conjugate of quaternion 
convolution. This section investigates the relationships between the quaternion correlation 
and the DQFT. For this purpose we first define the correlation of the two quaternion sequences 
as follows. 
Definition 4.1. Let f, g E lHIMxN. The cyclic correlation f * g of quaternion sequences f 
and g is defined by 
Cr(m, n) = (f * g)(m, n) 
M-l N-l 
= L L fern, n)g(mo - m, no - n). 
mo=Ono=O 
In particular, f * f is called the cyclic quaternion auto-correlation. 
(13) 
Recently, some general properties of continuous quaternion correlation have been investi-
gated in [5, 3}. 
We are now ready to collect some important results in the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f, g E lHIMxN. The DQFT of the cyclic correlation f * g is given by 
F6r = (Fdo - F:) FJo + i (Fdo - F:) FJI + j (Fdo - F:) FJ2 + k (Fdo - F:) FJ3' 
Proof. Using (6) and (13), we immediately get 
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'" '" '" '" p.21r .!!!....Y.+!!..!1. (~ ~) M-l N-l [M-l N-l (' I)] 
= m~o~O!(mo,n(}) ';;:o1'::og(m',nl )e M N e-p.21r M+N . 
Here, the second equality uses the change of variables m' = mo - m, and n' = no - n. Notice 
also that g(m',n') = go(m',n') - g(m',n'). We thus arrive at 
M-l N-l [M-l lV-I 
F6r(u, v) = m~on~o !(mo, no) m~ofo (gO (m', n') - igl(m', n') - j92(m', n') 
-kg3(m', n'))eP.21r( ","u+¥)] e-P.21r(!!'Jr+~) 
M-l N-l 
'" ",. 2 (~ ~) 
= L....J L....J !(mo,no)[F30(-u,-v) -Fi(-u,-v)]e-P.1r M + N . 
mo=Ono=O 
Since !o(mo, no) = !o(mo,no) + i/I(mo,no) + j/2(mo, no) + k!3(mo, no), we have 
M-l N-l 
F6r(u,v) = L L (fo(mo,no) + ih(mo, no) + j/2(mo, no) + k!3(mo,no» 
mo=Ono=O 
X Fq (-u -v)e-p.21r(!!'Jr+~) 
gO' 
M-l N-l 
- L L (fo(mo,no) + ih(mo, no) +j/2(mo, no) + k!3(mo, no» 
mo=Ono=O 
2 (~ ~) x Fi(-u, -v)e-P. 1r M + N 
[
M-l N-l 
= fofo F30(-u, -v)!o(mo,no)e-p.21r(!!'Jr+~) 
M-l N-l 
'" '" 2 (~ ~) +i L....J L.J F30(-u,-v)h(mo,no)e-P. 1r M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l 
'" '" 2 (~ ~) +J L....J L....J F'30(-u,-v)/2(mo,no)e-P. 1r M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l ] 
+k m~ofo F30 (-u, -v)!3(mo, no)e-P21r(!!'Jr+~) 
- L L Fi(-u,-v)fo(mo,no)e-P.21r(!!'Jr+~) [ M-l N-l 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l 
+ iLL Fi(-u, -v)h(mo,no)e-P.21r(!!'Jr+~) 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N-l 
~ '" 2 (~ ~) + j L....J L....J Fi( -u, -v)/2(mo, no)e-P. 'If M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
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We finally obtain 
[ 
M-I N-I 
= F:o(-u,-V) L L fo(mo,no)e-J'21r(~+~) 
mo=Ono=O 
M-l N~I 
+iF:o(-u,-V) L L h(mo,no)e-J'2'11"(~+~) 
mo=Ono=O 
M-I N-I 
" " 2 (~ !!ll!) +j.f10(-U,-V) ~ L...J h(mo,no)e-J' 'II" M + N 
mo=Ono=O 
F6r(-u, -v) = F'io(-u, -v)FJo(u,v) + iF:o(-u, -V)FJl (u,v) 
+ jF:o(-u, -V)FJ2(U,V) + kFio(-u, -V)FJ3(U,V) 
- [F:( -u, -v)FJo(u,v) + iF:(-u, -V)FJl (u, v) 
+ jF:(-u, -V)Fj2(U,V) + kF:(-u, -V)Fj3(U, v)] 
= (F:o(-u, -v) - F3(u,v» FJo(u,v) 
which completes the proof. 
.... i (Fio ( -u, -v) - F: ( -u, -v») FJl (u, v) 
+ j (Fio ( -u, -v) - F: ( -u, -v) ) FJ2 (u, v) 
+k (F:o(-u, -v) - F3(-u, -v») FJa(u, v), 
As a special case of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following important result. 
o 
Theorem 4.2. Let f, g E 18IMxN . Assume that g is a pure quaternion sequence. Then, we 
have 
F6r(u, v) = -FJ(u, v)F311 (-u, -v) - FJ( -u, -v)F3.J.. (-u, -v). 
Proof. By Definition 2.2, we obtain 
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M-IN-l [M-l N-l ] 2 (mo-m),,+(n-nQ)v) 
= E~ m~ofof(mo,no)g(ml,nl) e-P.1r M N 
~l ~ [~l ~ 21r(ml,,+nIV)] (~ ~) 
= m~on~of(mo,no) f;:.of;;:ag(ml,nl)ep. M N e-p.21r M+N 
~ ""' ~ ~ I p.21r !!!..!!.+!!..E 2 (~+~) M-l N-l [M-l N-l (' I)] 
= m~ofo=o f(mo,no) ~of;;:a g(m ,n')e M N e-P. 1r M N 
M-l N-l [M-l N-l ( I ] 
= - fofof(mo, no) fof,(gll(m' ,n')+g-L(mf ,n'»eP.21r "~t+n~v) 
- 2 (~+~) xeP.1r M N 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f E lHIMxN. Assume that 
2 (m,,+nv) 2 (m'" nv) e-P. 1r AT N Fq(u v) = FJ(u v)e-P. 1r AT+N f' f' . 
Then, the DQFT of the auto-correlation f is given by 
IFjl2 = Ff*f = Fq{f * J}. 
Proof. Using the norm of a quaternion (4), we easily get 
M-IN-l 
_1_ ~ ~ IFq( )12 p.21r(!!!1!+nv) M N ~ ~ f u, v e M N 
u=O v=o 
1 M-IN-l 
= MN L L Fj(u, v)Fj(u, v)eP.21r(n;J+";) 
u=O v=O 
1 M-l N-l M-l N-l (' I )---:;-:---:-
- MN L L L L f(mo, no)e -p.21r mM,,+nNv FJ(u, v)eJL21r (n;J+W") 
mo=O no=O u=O v=O 
M-l N-l M-l N-l 
- ~N L L L L f(mo,no)e-JL21r(v+";)Fj(u,v)eJL21r(Tn~U+n~,} 
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By (14), the above expression can be rewritten as 
M-IN-l ~N L L IFj(u,v)12eJL2,r(~+';) 
u=O v=O 
1 M-l N-l M-l N-l . (I I) 
'"'" '"'" '"'" '"'" 2 ( mu + n'V) p.27f .!!!....Y.+ ~ 
= MN L.. L.. L.. L.. f(mo, no)Fj(u, v)e-JL 7r liT N e M N 
mo=O no=O u=O v=O 
= ~l I: ~l I: M~ 'EI: FJ(u,v)eJL27r('mo~m)u+(n-;O)1J) 
mo=O no=O mo=O no=O u=O v=O 
M-l N-l 
= L L f(mo, no)f(mo - m, no - n). 
mo=Ono=O 
Here the last equality follows from (8). Therefore, we finally obtain 
Fiq/FJ(u, v)12(mo, no) = (J * f) (mo, no). 
Or, equivalently, 
IFj(u,v)1 2 = Fq{f* f}(u,v) = Fj*f(u, v), 
which completes the proof. 
5 Conclusion 
o 
We yield the DQFT of convolution and correlation of two quaternion sequences and prove 
that it holds not only for the pure quaternion sequences but also full quaternion sequences. 
We also show the relationship between the auto-correlation and the DQFT and find that the 
DQFT of the auto-correlation is the modulus (or magnitude) of the DQFT of a quaternion 
sequences. 
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